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Summary
Hybridization is a source of phenotypic novelty and variation because of increased additive genetic
variation. Yet, the roles of non-additive allelic interactions in shaping phenotypic mean and variance
of hybrids have been underappreciated. Here we examine the distributions of male-mating traits in
F1 hybrids via a meta-analysis of 3208 effect sizes from 39 animal species pairs. Although additivity
sets phenotypic distributions of F1s to be intermediate, F1s also showed dominance and maternal
inheritance. F1s expressed novel phenotypes (beyond the range of both parents) in 65% of species
pairs, often associated with increased phenotypic variability. Overall, however, F1s expressed
smaller variation than parents in 51% of traits. While genetic divergence between parents did not
impact phenotypic novelty, it increased phenotypic variability of F1s. By creating novel phenotypes
with increased variability, non-additivity of heterozygotic genome may play key roles in determining
mating success of F1s, and their subsequent extinction or speciation.
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(Introduction)
The long history of animal and plant breeding has taught us that hybridization is a powerful source of
phenotypic novelty. While hybrid populations usually distribute their phenotypes throughout the
range of parental lineages, they often exhibit novel phenotypes, as well as novel variability (i.e.
phenotype mean and variance of hybrid populations beyond the range of parental species)1–4. Novel
phenotypes enable hybrids to exploit novel niches and ultimately become new speces5,6. Naturally,
the distribution of hybrids’ phenotypic traits (hereafter, hybrid phenotypic distributions) has attracted
much attention of evolutionary biologists. Despite long interests of breeding and evolutionary
biologists, however, hybrid phenotype has never been subjected to the formal meta-analysis that
accounts for different types of statistical non-independence and mean-variance relationship1,2,7.
Novel phenotypes are produced by various mechanisms, such as chromosomal recombination,
dominance, epistasis, and maternal/paternal inheritance1,2,8–12. Chromosomal recombination and
rearrangements increase additive (heritable) genetic variation in hybrid populations at second and
later generations. In F1 hybrids characterized by heterozygous genome, additive effects are expected
to result in an intermediate phenotype (i.e. the mid-parent value, averaged trait value of both parental
species). However, F1 hybrids often resemble more one of the two parents (dominance), and have
different phenotypes between reciprocal crosses13. Moreover, F1 hybrids sometimes exhibit novel
phenotypes1,2,14. Although novel variability — especially smaller phenotypic variation in F1 hybrids
— has been utilized in agriculture to enhance yield stability3, the prevalence of novel variations has
not been examined4,15–17. Fragmented evidence above suggests that non-additive genetic effects are
important sources of novel phenotypic distributions of hybrid populations. Because phenotypic
distribution determines survival and reproductive success of hybrids, it is particularly relevant to the
gene flow and backcrossing of hybrid populations, and, ultimately, speciation.
Here we investigate phenotypic mean and variability of F1 hybrids of male mating traits (i.e. traits
used during mating that females do not possess) across animal taxa (Fig. 1a). By focusing on male
mating traits, we exclude the possible biases resulting from any sex differences in phenotypic
distributions. Given a wide prevalence of sexual dimorphism18–20, sexes should be distinguished
when comparing phenotypic distributions between F1 hybrids and parents. Phenotypic distribution
can be sexually-biased in F1 hybrids, but not in parents, due to sex-biased mortality in F1 hybrids
(Haldane’s rule)21,22. Male sexual traits also directly relate to the reproductive success of hybrids.
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By employing formal phylogenetically controlled meta-analytic techniques for the first time, we test
if phenotypic mean and variability of F1 hybrids are larger or smaller than mid-parent value (Fig. 1b),
and are affected by crossing direction (father from species A with mother from species B, or vice
versa; Fig. 1c). Further, we provide the first quantification of how often F1 phenotype is more / less
variable than parents. By using a phylogenetic comparative method, we investigate potential factors
that influence phenotypic novelty and variability of male mating traits in F1 hybrids (Fig. 3 and 4).
Results
Although trait inheritance pattern is the core question of evolutionary biology, a modest number of
publications reported results of crossing species reciprocally while separating offspring trait data by
sexes. We found 25 such published studies (Supplementary Information, section Data description).
We extracted two sets of 1604 effect sizes comparing phenotypic mean (lnRR) and variability
(lnCVR), respectively, between parents and hybrids, based on 401 male traits observations from 39
species pairs. More than half species crossings involved Drosophila (Diptera, 59%, 23/39 species
pairs, Fig. 1a) and only 13% of species pairs (5/39) were vertebrates, including bony fish, frog, bird
and rodent species. Most species pairs were male heterogametic (92%, 34/37 species pairs, excluding
two fishes of which sex-determination system is unknown). Both reciprocal crosses were viable in
59% of species pairs (23/39); and geographic ranges of parental lineages overlap in 36% of species
pairs (14/39).
F1 hybrids show dominance and maternal inheritance
Phenotypic mean of F1 hybrids resembled that of parental species with smaller phenotypic mean
(spSSM, partial dominance) and also maternal species (maternal inheritance). These findings clearly
indicate discriminating reciprocal cross directions is essential to understanding the inheritance mode
of traits during hybridization. Phenotypic means of F1 hybrids from both cross directions (hybLSM
and hybSLM; see Fig. 1b) were significantly smaller than mid-parent value by 12.5% and 16.9%,
respectively (Fig. 2a; P < 0.001 each), indicating partial dominance biasing toward smaller trait size.
This trend was qualitatively the same when we excluded traits showing novel phenotype (i.e. values
outside the range of both parental species; Fig. 2c).
Because we focused on male mating traits, we initially expected that hybrids resemble father species.
Conversely, male-mating traits of F1 hybrids were similar to those of the males of maternal species
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(hybLSM was significantly larger than hybSLM by 4.9%; Fig. 2a; P < 0.001). This pattern is consistent
with non-male-mating traits across animals and plants13. Given that maternal inheritance is
particularly profound for morphology, including body size23, mothers seem to directly influence
male-mating morphological traits, and even sound traits that are partially determined by morphology
and body size24,25. Maternal effects on male-mating traits may mask effect of male sex chromosome
on these traits. Indeed, previous comparative analyses have shown that sexual dimorphism is not
associated with sex determination systems, suggesting little effect of sex chromosome on
male-mating traits26–28.
In contrast to phenotypic mean, average phenotypic variability of male F1 hybrids was similar to the
average value of parents’ variability (Fig. 1b), which aligns with previous comparative study on
non-male-mating traits across animals and plants13. A caveat is that hybrid phenotypic variability is
either larger or smaller than that of both parents in most trait observations (74.9%, see Novel
variability), resulting in large heterogeneity in parent–hybrid difference in phenotypic variability
(total I2 = 75.6%, partitioned into phylogeny I2 = 19.5%, study I2 = 11.4%, crossed lineage I2 = ~0%,
residual I2 = 44.7%; Fig. 2c, d). Due to similar mating traits with moderate phenotypic variability, F1
hybrid males may tend to backcross more often with their mother species or with parental species
with smaller phenotypic mean, potentially biasing the direction of gene flow and, therefore,
influencing the course of evolution. Nonetheless, the magnitude of phenotypic difference between
hybrids and parental species is highly heterogenous (total I2 = 99.7%, which are partitioned into
phylogeny I2 = 38.8%, study I2 = 1.1%, crossed lineage I2 = ~0%, residual I2 = 59.8%; Fig 2a, b),
suggesting that any inheritance patterns are plausible in F1 hybrids (e.g., dominance, maternal
inheritance and transgressive segregation).
Novel phenotype
F1 hybrids exhibit novel phenotypes in 64.7% (22/34) of species pairs, and 42.9% (143/333) of trait
observations (Fig. 3a), indicating that non-additive genetic interaction is a powerful source of
phenotypic novelty in male mating traits. A recent comparative analysis, using non-male-mating
traits, showed that F1 hybrids express novel phenotype only in 20% of species pairs across any
plants and animal taxa13. Discordance with our result suggests that male-mating traits of animals
more frequently express novel phenotype during hybridization, and / or using sex-aggregated data in
the earlier study has led to underestimation of novel phenotype expression frequency. Other
comparative studies, which included F1 and later generation hybrids across animals, found that 29–
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31% of traits showed novel phenotypes1,2. While non-additive interactions can enhance phenotypic
novelty in any generation hybrids, theory suggests recombination after F1 hybrids is the major
source of phenotypic novelty1. Novel phenotype is thus expected to be more frequent in later
generation hybrids than in F1 hybrids. The selection against novel phenotypes may explain the
unexpected contrast of our findings with previous comparative studies. While our study exclusively
focused on experimentally-derived F1 hybrids, previous studies included natural hybrid
populations4,16. In natural hybrid populations, extrinsic natural selection may remove novel
phenotypes and lead to underestimation of phenotypic novelty. Hence, our work shows that hybrid
populations may express novel phenotypes much more frequently than previously thought.
We anticipated that both genetic and phenotypic divergences between parental species positively
relate to phenotypic novelty. This is because species divergence should be positively associated with
the number of heterozygotic loci in F1 hybrids that enable novel phenotype expression14 (see
Supplemental Table S1 for the summary of hypotheses). However, genetic divergence between
parents did not significantly associate with phenotypic novelty (main effect: β = 0.26, 95% credible
interval [CI] = -0.41 – 0.9, P = 0.420: Fig. 3b). Rather, increasing phenotypic divergence between
parental species generally reduced phenotypic novelty (main effect of phenotypic divergence: β =
-0.8, CI = -1.48 – -0.23, P < 0.001). Our prediction was not supported, presumably because the
effects of inter-allelic interactions can be diverse. We assumed that inter-allelic interactions among
those loci act in the same direction (e.g., all interactions increase trait value)14. If the sign varies
among the interactions, however, genetic differentiation no longer necessarily increases phenotypic
novelty. Alternatively, similar parental species could be heterozygous at phenotype-determining loci,
which can allow novel phenotype expression by homozygous F1 hybrid individuals29.
F1 hybrids without viable reciprocal cross tended to exhibit smaller trait mean than both parents
(interaction term of reciprocal hybrids’ viability with the relative trait size compared to parents: β =
2.51, CI = 1.01 – 4.01, P = 0.001: Fig. 3b, see also Fig. 3e) and their phenotypic novelty tended to
increase (main effect of reciprocal hybrids’ viability: β = -1.36, CI = -2.97 – 0.04, P = 0.064: Fig. 3b).
Since inviability of the reciprocal hybrid cross can indicate stronger genetic incompatibility, our
results imply that genetic incompatibility tends to increase phenotypic novelty of hybrids by
reducing trait value (i.e. outbreeding depression). This finding could explain why hybrids from
genetically diverged parental species pairs – likely to develop genetic incompatibility – rarely had
larger phenotypic mean than parents (interaction term of genetic divergence with the relative trait
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size: β = -0.59, CI = -1.19 – 0.02, P = 0.041: Fig. 3b, see also Fig. 3c).

Novel variability
Phenotypic variability of F1 hybrids rarely lied within the range of parental species (6.1%, 31/33 of
species pairs; 25.1%, 248/331 of trait observations, Fig. 4a), showing that phenotypic variability is
usually inherited in non-additive ways during hybridization. Compared to the parents, hybrids
exhibited smaller phenotypic variability in more than half of trait observations (51.4%, Fig. 4a) and
greater variability less frequently (24.8%, Fig. 4a). Our results suggest that, counterintuitively,
heterozygosity often tends to diminish phenotypic variability of hybrids, although sometimes it may
also increase variability. Importantly, novel phenotypes were more variable than non-novel
phenotypes of which mean lie within the range of parents (ordinal phylogenetic random regression: β
= 1.01, CI = 0.45 – 1.62, P < 0.001). That is, novel phenotypes, regardless of relative trait value
compared to parents, were more likely to exhibit greater variability than parents (30.0 % of trait
observations) in comparison to non-novel phenotypes (18.5 %). This in turn indicates that
phenotypic instability – characterized by the large phenotypic variability4,30 – enhances phenotypic
novelty of F1 hybrids. However, this is not a universal pattern, as smaller variability than parents was
also frequently observed in both novel and non-novel phenotypes (40.4% and 49.2%). Even if F1
hybrids exhibit smaller phenotypic variability than parents, later-generation hybrids expand
phenotypic variation through recombination1,4,13. Hence, the wide prevalence of small phenotypic
variability in F1 does not indicate reduced evolvability of hybrid populations. Rather, our results
emphasize the time lag between hybridizing event and expression of novel phenotypic variation in
hybrid population31.
We revealed that both genetic and phenotypic divergence between parental species enhanced
phenotypic variability of F1 hybrids. F1 hybrids between genetically distant parents tended to be
phenotypically more diverse than parents, whereas those between genetically close parents were
typically more homogenous than parents (interaction term of genetic divergence with the relative
trait variability compared to parents: β = 1.25, CI = 0.47 – 2.00, P = 0.002: Fig. 4b, see also Fig. 4c).
Increasing variability with parental genetic divergence was also reported in later generation
hybrids2,29. The common pattern in F1 and later generation hybrids implies that non-additive
interactions contribute to phenotypic distribution of hybrid population. Additionally, genome-wide
incompatibility may magnify phenotypic variability of F1 hybrids between well-diverged parents by
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damaging developmental stability or phenotypic robustness17 (see Supplemental Table S1 for the
summary of hypotheses). On the other hand, genetically close parents yielded F1 hybrids with
smaller phenotypic variability, possibly due to enhanced developmental stability (i.e. hybrid vigor)4,
rather than due to selective mortality arising from genetic incompatibility (i.e. individuals with
anomalous phenotypes, resulting from epistatic interactions, are likely to die). Hybrid vigor is often
observed in inbred strains due to the release from inbreeding depression1,14 and expected in hybrids
between genetically similar parents32. Notably, F1 hybrids were more phenotypically variable than
parents in traits with large parental divergence (interaction term of phenotypic divergence with the
relative trait variability: β = 0.83, CI = 0.01 – 1.61, P = 0.036: Fig. 4b). Well-diverged traits may
provide more diverse epistatic interactions among the relevant loci and increase phenotypic
variability in F1 hybrids4. Note that novel variability did not associate with phenotypic divergence
when species-level moderators were not included in the model (Fig. 4d).
We predicted that novel variability is more frequent in sound traits than in morphological traits,
because of lower heritability of acoustic signals33 (Supplementary Table S1). We found, however,
that F1 hybrids tended to vary less than parents in sound traits, and to vary more than parents in
morphology (interaction term of sound traits vs. morphological traits with the relative trait
variability: β = -3.29, CI = -5.21 – -1.38, P = 0.001: Fig. 4b: see also Fig. 4e). Larger variability in
mating-related traits may facilitate backcrossing due to greater overlap in phenotypic range with
parental species. Hence, taxa relying predominantly on morphology-based mating traits (e.g.,
genitalia and coloration) might be more prone to gene flow resulting from backcrossing.

Discussion
Novel mating phenotype of F1 hybrids could facilitate mating among F1s under trait-based
assortative mating5,34. Meanwhile, large phenotypic variability of F1 hybrids would increase the
overlap of phenotypic distribution with parents, thereby facilitating backcross and gene flow. Hence,
under trait-based assortative mating, phenotypic similarity between parents could facilitate mating
among F1 hybrids and limit backcrossing by increasing phenotypic novelty or reducing phenotypic
variability. In addition to each trait value, trait integration can influence the attractiveness of F1
males, because multiple mating traits often interactively determine sexual attractiveness35–37. We
found that trait-level factor (relative trait values of parents) influences F1 hybrid phenotypic mean
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and variability (Fig. 3b and 4b). Our additional analysis further revealed traits can vary in the
strength and directions of dominance within hybrids (i.e. several traits resemble one parent, but other
traits resemble the other parent: Supplementary Information, section Trait mosaicism), which was
previously shown in non-male mating traits13. These facts indicate that phenotypic integration of
parents could easily break in F1 hybrids, as reported in several studies13,38–41 (but see42). Moreover, a
variety of trait integration patterns can arise in F1 individuals because phenotypic variability varies
among traits (according to relative trait values of parents: Fig. 4b). Despite the importance of
determining fitness and mating pattern, mating traits integration of F1 hybrids has received little
attention13,31,43. Mating pattern of F1 hybrids also depends on mate preference of parents and
hybrids44,45, of which inheritance pattern during hybridization varies across species pairs and
preference components (Supplementary Table S2 for a summary of F1 female mate preferences)46,47.
Yet, we are still far from drawing general patterns of hybrid mate preference because it has rarely
been studied. By filling knowledge gaps in trait integration and mate preference of F1 hybrids, we
can better understand mechanisms of reproductive isolation and gene flow.
Non-additive interactions among species-specific alleles have received great attention, especially
regarding genetic incompatibilities damaging hybrid fitness32. In contrast, we still know little how
non-additive interactions influence in the phenotypic distribution of hybrid populations48. Since
non-additive interactions are largely not heritable49, increased phenotypic novelty or variability in F1
hybrids do not directly indicate enhanced evolvability of hybrid populations. For interactions among
loci (epistasis) to become heritable, hybrids need to develop linkage disequilibrium50. Selfing is
required to fix heterozygosity causing dominance51, which is particularly difficult for animals.
Nevertheless, such non-additive interactions can appear in any hybrid generations, including F1
hybrids. By leveraging recent developments in meta-analysis, we have shown non-additive
interactions are powerful sources of phenotypic novelty and stability in male reproductive traits. By
providing phenotypic novelty and impacting phenotypic variation, non-additive allelic interactions
may play key roles in determining early succession and dynamics of hybrid populations, and thus,
the course of subsequent extinction or speciation. Finally, researchers can use the formal
meta-analytic techniques we have developed in this study to synthesize growing empirical articles
and to generate new insight into speciation.
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Figures

Fig. 1 | Dataset and effect size calculation. a Taxonomic diversity of the data set, at the phylogeny,
study, species and observation levels; shades of green refer to the main taxonomic groups, as on the
phylogenetic tree. Our systematic review identified 25 studies used 39 species pairs across animals
that reported a total of 401 trait observations. b–c Schematic representation on the ways used to
calculate effect sizes that compared phenotypic mean and variation among hybrids and parental
species (arrows). b Calculation of effect size used in the formal meta-analytic models. To draw
general patterns of phenotypic distribution of F1 hybrids, we quantified the difference in phenotypic
mean and variability from one parental species (spSS) to each reciprocal hybrid cross (hybLS and
hybSL, having spSS as father and mother, respectively), the other parental species (spLL) and
midparent (the average of phenotypic mean or variability between two parental species).
Comparisons are represented as grey arrows. SpSS was defined as the parental species with smaller
phenotypic mean (denoted as spSSM), in calculating differences in phenotypic mean. In calculating
differences in phenotypic variability, spSS was defined as the parental species with smaller
phenotypic variability (denoted as spSSV). c Our approach to assess novel phenotype and variability
10

expression. By comparing phenotypic mean and variability between spLL and each hybrid crosses
and between spSS and each hybrid crosses, we judged if F1 hybrids expressed novel phenotype and
variability. These comparisons allowed us to determine relative trait size or variability comparing to
parent species. That is, hybrids exceed upper or lower range of both parents’ phenotypic mean or
variability (i.e. greater or smaller trait size or variability than both parents) and; hybrids exceeded
mother or father species’ phenotypic mean or variability. Black arrows indicate novel phenotype or
variability expression, but light grey arrows do not. In this hypothetical example, hybLS exceeded the
upper range and mother species (arrow 6), but hybSL exceeded the lower range and father species
(arrow 7).
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Fig. 2 | Relative phenotypic means and variations of hybrids hybSL and hybLS and parental
species spLL compared to spSS (see Fig. 1). The meta-analytic mean (mean effect size) is shown
with its 95% confidence interval (thick line) and 95% prediction interval (thin line). Individual effect
sizes are represented as dots proportional to sample sizes. Dashed line indicates no difference from
the spSS parental species (species with smaller phenotypic mean for a given trait in a and c; species
with smaller phenotypic variability for a given trait in b and d), while grey vertical line indicates
intermediate value between both parental species (midparent). a Differences in mean from parental
species with smaller phenotypic mean (spSSM) to each hybrid crosses (hybLSM and hybSLM, having
spSSM as father and mother, respectively) were highly heterogeneous across observations
(represented by I2). b Across observations, hybrids more varied in their phenotypic variability than
parental species because of the frequent novel variability expression. Without the observations with
novel variability expression (d), heterogeneity in phenotypic variation of hybrids is smaller than
12

phenotypic variation of parental species.
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Fig. 3 | Novel phenotype expression. a Taxonomic distribution of novel phenotype expression
(i.e. cases when hybrids’ phenotypic mean lies outside the range of parental species,
transgressive segregation). Novel phenotype expression was counted per species (count of
species pairs whose hybrids exhibited novel phenotype in any traits in any direction; right) and
per trait observation (when hybrids exhibited novel phenotype in any direction; left). Novel
phenotypes with larger/smaller trait value compared to parents were also counted. b Result of
the full model of Bayesian phylogenetic mixed logistic regression for novel phenotype
expression probability (point estimates with 95% Confidence Intervals). Hypotheses for each
factor are summarized in Supplementary Table S1. The main effects are categorized as the
factors potentially increasing “novel phenotype expression”, because those effects indicate
overall impacts of each term on phenotypic novelty in any direction. To assess factors affecting
direction of phenotypic novelty, the full model also included the interaction terms with
compared parental species (spLLM vs. spSSM, and mother species vs. father, see Fig. 1c), labeled
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as “exceed upper range” and “exceed mother”, respectively. Compared parents used in judging
the phenotypic novelty indicate the direction of novelty. For example, “novel phenotype
exceeded spLLM and spSSM” means that hybrids exceeded upper and lower phenotypic range of
parents (greater or smaller trait size than parents), respectively. Therefore, these interaction
terms show how the factors differently impacted on novel phenotype expression, depending on
the direction of novelty. The interaction terms labeled as “exceed upper range” indicate how the
factors biased novel phenotype toward larger trait size. The interaction terms labeled as “exceed
mother” indicate how the factor biased novel phenotype toward exceeding the mother species’
phenotypic mean. Statistically significant and non-significant predictors are shown as black and
grey, respectively. c-e Impacts of the three significant factors (identified in panel b) on novel
phenotype expression with larger/smaller trait size. In each panel, we conducted separate
Bayesian phylogenetic mixed model that included the focal predictor variable, compared
parental species (spLLM or spSSM), and interaction between them, as predictors.
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Fig. 4 | Novel variability expression. a Taxonomic distribution of novel variability expression
(i.e. cases when hybrids’ phenotypic variation lies outside the range of parental species). Counts
of novel variability expression are analogous to Fig. 3a. b Result of the full model of Bayesian
phylogenetic mixed logistic regression for novel variability expression (point estimates with
95% CI). Hypotheses for each factor are summarized in Supplementary Table S1. The categories
of regression factors are analogous to Fig. 3b. The main effects are categorized as the factors
potentially increasing “novel variability expression”. The interaction terms labeled as “Exceed
upper range” show how the factors biased novel variability toward larger trait variability
(hybrids exceeded spLLV rather than spSSV). The interaction terms labeled as “exceed mother”
indicate how the factors biased novel variability toward exceeding the phenotypic variation of
mother. Statistically significant and non-significant predictors are shown as black and grey,
respectively. c-e Impacts of the three significant factors (identified in panel b) to the expression
of novel larger/smaller variability. In each panel, we conducted separate Bayesian phylogenetic
mixed models that included the focal predictor variable, compared parental species (spLLV or
16

spSSV) and interaction between them as predictors.
Methods
Literature search and data collection We conducted systematic review of literature and followed
Preferred Reporting Items for Meta-Analyses (PRISMA, shown in Extended Data Fig. S1) when
reporting our meta-analytic workflow. We searched literature that contain ‘hybrid*’ AND ‘male*’
AND (‘grow*’ OR ‘size.’ OR ‘length.’ OR ‘mass’ OR ‘weight.’ OR ‘behav*’ OR ‘trait.’ OR
‘phenotyp*’) in the title, abstract or keywords, by using Web of Science and Scopus (search date
October 20, 2017). We also searched literature through backward / forward citations of reviews and
meta-analysis of hybrid fitness and phenotype2,21,52–58.
To be included in our meta-analysis, the primary study had to (i) report means and variance of
male sexual phenotypes in hybrids and both pure crosses (i.e. parental species; note that we use the
offspring from pure crosses as the proxy of the phenotypes of the parental species, the “parents”),
and separately report the phenotype of reciprocal hybrid crosses, (ii) use different species or
subspecies for the crosses, (iii) experimentally cross both hybrids and pure crosses and raise them in
same environment, (iv) provide all necessary statistics (means, standard deviations/errors and sample
sizes) for effect size calculations. Relevant studies deemed to meet the above criteria, based on titles
and abstracts, were screened as full-texts by two of the authors (KA and ML). This meta-analysis did
not include books, theses, annuals or meeting reports in the search results. From original studies, we
extracted the phenotypic measures and the number of individuals in each group of animals. We
extracted data from figures using R package metaDigitse 1.059. As the number of replicates, we used
the number of studied individuals, but not the number of measurements. We estimated standard
deviation from range data, if necessary60. The observations that had any negative trait values were
removed from the dataset (83 observations from two studies that reported a total of 350
observations61,62), but this procedure did not reduce the total number of included studies and species.
Male mating traits were classified into morphological (genital morphology and nuptial color pattern)
or sound traits (stridulation and vocal song).
We collected the following predictor variables, which we a priori expected to explain variation
in effect sizes: genetic and phenotypic divergence between parental species; heterogametic sex;
distribution overlap between parental species, and inviability of the reciprocal hybrid cross. We
calculated genetic distances for all parental species pairs using the cytochrome c oxidase I (COI)
DNA sequence and then used natural logarithm of genetic distances in meta-regression. Up to 20
17

sequences per parental species (depending on their availability on NCBI GenBank) were taken from
GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/) and aligned in ClustalW63. Alignments with 450
bp as the minimum length were manually optimized for calculating the genetic distance. Then, we
calculated maximum composite likelihood distance with uniform substitution rate and homogenous
pattern64 in the software MEGA 7.0.2665. If multiple sequences were available for a pair of species,
we calculated the average of all possible pairs of sequences. We calculated phenotypic divergence as
the absolute value of the natural logarithm of the ratio between the phenotypic means. We assigned
heterogametic sex at family or genus level, if deemed evolutionary constant within the taxon66–72. For
this reason, we did not assign value of the heterogametic sex in cichlid fishes that undergo frequent
evolutionary changes in sex-determination system73. Range overlap of each species pair was
classified into binary status (overlaps or not). We judged range overlap mostly using information
from the included primary studies, but we also used other literature when the primary studies did not
provide the information 74,75. Range overlap included both sympatry and parapatry. Viability of the
reciprocal hybrid cross was extracted from the included primary studies and coded as binary
variable: at least partially viable or 100% inviable. Two fish and three orthoptera species-pairs were
not used in meta-regression and Bayesian phylogenetic mixed models because of the lack of data for
genetic distance or sex-determination system (fish, Haplochromis burtoni × H. nubilus and
Pundamilia nyererei × P. pundamilia; orthoptera, Chorthippus parallelus erythropus × C. parallelus
parallelus, Gryllus armatus × G. rubens and Laupala kohalensis × L. paranigra).
Effect size calculation We calculated four sets of effect sizes to investigate general patterns in
hybrid male mating phenotypes and the factors underlying phenotypic novelty or novel variability
expression. Effect sizes for phenotypic mean and variability (variation) were calculated in an
analogous way. For each observation of each crossing experiment, phenotypic difference between
parental species and hybrids in their mean and variability were calculated as the natural logarithm of
the ratio between the two means (lnRR)76 and between the coefficient of variation (lnCVR)7,
respectively. We aligned parental species according to their mean trait value prior to calculating lnRR,
or their coefficient of variation (CV) before calculating lnCVR at each observation.
To draw general patterns of phenotypic mean in hybrids, we calculated lnRR of the parental
species with the greater mean phenotype (spLLM), each reciprocal hybrid cross (hybLSM and hybSLM)
and midparent value (i.e. average value between two parental species) to the other parental species
(spSSM) (Fig. 1b). Similarly, for phenotypic variability, we calculated lnCVR of the parental species
with greater phenotypic variability (spLLV), each reciprocal hybrid cross (hybLSV and hybSLV) and
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midparent value to the other parental species (spSSV).
To assess if novel phenotype is expressed, we calculated lnRR of spLLM to both hybrids, and
lnRR of both hybrids to spSSM at each trait observation (Fig. 1c). In the case of phenotypic variability,
we calculated lnCVR of spLLV to each reciprocal hybrid cross, and lnCVR of each reciprocal hybrid
cross to spSSV. We calculated effect sizes for each reciprocal hybrid cross, because reciprocal hybrid
crosses can differ whether they express novel phenotype or variability, and in the trait size or
variability (polar overdominance)12. As the sign of these effect sizes should be positive when hybrid
phenotypic mean or variability lies within the ranges of parental species, negative effect sizes
indicate novel phenotype or variability expression. These effect sizes also indicate the relative trait
size or variability compared with parents – whether mean trait size or trait variability is greater or
smaller than both parents and; whether hybrids exceed mother or father species’ trait size or
variability. For example, if the effect size calculated from spLL had negative value, phenotypic mean
or variability of hybrids was larger than parental species. If the effect size calculated from mother
species was negative, hybrid exceeded phenotypic mean or variability of mother species.
General patterns of hybrid phenotypic mean and variability We conducted formal meta-analyses
and meta-regression on the differences in phenotypic mean from hybrids to spSSM (calculated as
lnRR) and on the differences in phenotypic variability from hybrids to spSSV (calculated as lnCVR).
We first fitted meta-analytic model that contains only intercept to estimate the overall effect size
mean (using effect sizes 1–3 in Fig. 1b). Second, we asked whether phenotypic mean and variability
are greater or smaller than midparent value (the average of parental species). Using meta-regression,
we compared the differences in phenotypic mean and variability from hybrids to spSS (effect sizes 2–
3 in Fig. 1b) with those from midparent to spSS (effect size 4 in Fig. 1b). Midparent values in
phenotypic mean and variability (CV) were calculated as
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1
𝑁𝑠𝑝𝐿𝐿 +𝑁𝑠𝑝𝑆𝑆
𝑉
𝑉 −1)
2(
2

−

1

𝐶𝑉𝑠𝑝𝐿𝐿𝑉 +𝐶𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑉
2
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑠𝑝𝐿𝐿𝑀 + ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑠𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑀
2

𝐶𝑉𝑠𝑝𝐿𝐿𝑉 +𝐶𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑉
2

,

−
−

. Third, we tested whether the reciprocal hybrid

2(𝑁𝑠𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑉 −1)

crosses differ in their mean phenotype and variability. We compared lnRR of hybLSM and hybSLM to
spSSM, and compared lnCVR of hybLSV and hybSLV to spSSV (compared effect size 2 with 3 in Fig.
1b). To compare reciprocal hybrid crosses, we restricted the dataset to the observations containing
both reciprocal hybrids (sample sizes are shown in Fig. 2). All meta-analytic models were
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phylogenetically controlled and included following random effects: study ID, trait observation ID
and strain ID that discriminated intraspecific genetic strains or populations. Phylogenetic effects
were included as a random effect as a covariance matrix for spLL. We did not include species as
random effect because the effect should be accommodated by the strain random effect. A
phylogenetic tree was created based on Open Tree of Life database77 (topology of the tree: Extended
Data Fig. S2). We searched for species names in the Open Tree Taxonomy, using the
tnrs_match_names function in the R package rotl 3.0.1078. We computed branch lengths using the
default settings of the compute.brlen function in the R package ape 5.379. All meta-analytic models
were implemented using the rma.mv function in the R package metafor 2.1-080. All analyses were
conducted in R 3.6.281.
Factors affecting phenotypic novelty and novel variability expression To find the factors
affecting probability for F1 hybrids to express novel phenotype and variability, we constructed
Bayesian phylogenetic mixed model, with the novelty status (whether phenotypic mean or variability
is novel or not) as a binary response variable. We ran the analogous logistic regression model for the
novel phenotype and variability expressions. As predictors, the models included (i) genetic
divergence between parental species and (ii) phenotypic divergence between parental species in the
focal trait, (iii) viability of reciprocal hybrids (binary: viable or completely inviable), (iv) trait type
(binary: song or morphology), and (v) the parental species used as a reference in calculating effect
sizes (binary) – spLL or spSS (the relative trait size or variability compared to parents – greater or
smaller, respectively) and (vi) mother or father species (the relative trait size or variability compared
to parents – exceeding mother or father species, respectively). As predictors, the models also
included interaction terms of these species or trait level factors (i–iv), with parental species compared
(v and vi). The main effects indicate how species- and trait-level characteristics influence the
probability of novel phenotype or variability expression in any directions (i–iv), and whether novel
phenotype or variability is biased toward certain direction (v and vi). The interaction terms indicate
how species and trait level characteristics affected the relative trait size or variability compared to
parents (interactions with v, greater trait size or variability than both parents; those with vi, trait size
or variability exceed mother species value). As random effects, the models included trait study ID,
strain ID (discriminated genetic strains or populations within a species), and standard error of each
effect size. Phylogenetic effects were included as a random effect as a covariance matrix for spLL
(Extended Data Fig. S2). In these logistic regressions, standard error of effect size was estimated as
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π
√3𝑛

, where n is the summation of sample sizes of the hybrid cross and pure cross compared. From

these full models, we identified the factors that significantly affected on novel phenotype and
variability expression (shown in Fig. 2b and Fig. 3b, respectively).
We then employed simpler Bayesian phylogenetic mixed models to visualize significant factors’
influences on the expression of novel phenotype with larger / smaller trait size, and of larger /
smaller novel variability. The simpler models were separately conducted for each significant factor.
As predictors, we included the focal factors (either one of i–iv), the compared parental species –
spLL or spSS (v), and the interaction between them. Response variables and random effects of simper
models were identical to full models. The results of the simpler models are shown in Fig. 2c–e and
Fig. 3c–e for transgression in mean and variability, respectively.
To test if novel phenotypes of F1 hybrids tend to more variable than parents, we conducted
ordinal Bayesian phylogenetic mixed regression. We included relative trait variability of F1 hybrids
compared to parents (ordered: greater than both parents > within the range of parents > smaller than
both parents) as a response, and phenotypic novelty of F1 hybrids (novel or non-novel) as a
moderator variable. Random effects were identical to full models. The Bayesian analyses were
conducted in R 3.6.281 using package MCMCglmm 2.2982. We used a weakly informative Gelman
prior for the fixed effects83, and inverse-Wishart priors for the variances of the random effects. The
residual variance (overdispersion) was fixed to 1, as this cannot be estimated with binary data.
Parameter estimates were subsequently scaled under the assumption that the true residual variance is
0. We ran the analysis for 60,000 iterations with a burn-in of 5,000 and a thinning interval of 10.
Data and code availability
The analyses of the data were carried out with publicly available software, and all are cited in the
Methods. Data, analysis code, and detailed results of analyses are available for download from OSF
address.
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Supplements
Supplementary Table S1 | Hypotheses for novel phenotype expression and phenotypic variability of F1 hybrids

Factors

Hypothetical effect for novel phenotype expression frequency
Increase. Positively correlate with the genetic divergence at

Genetic divergence

phenotype-determining loci that facilitate novel phenotype
expression through novel allelic interactions (i.e.
over/underdominance, dominance, and epistasis)1,14

Hypothetical effect for phenotypic variability
Increase. Increase variation because of increased diversity in
novel allelic interactions at phenotype determining loci4; increase
variation by damaging developmental stability17,30

Phenotypic divergence in focal

Increase. Indicates the genetic divergence at phenotype-determining Increase. Increases diversity in novel allelic interactions at

trait

loci that facilitates novel phenotype expression

Inviability of reciprocal hybrids
(i.e. genetic incompatibility)

Bias trait size. Reduces trait size by outbreeding depression

phenotype determining loci
Reduce. Lethal non-additive interactions reduce genetic diversity
of surviving hybrids
Reduce. Reinforcement reduces intraspecific variation at

Distribution overlap between

Increase. Reinforcement in range overlapping species pairs diverges

parental species

phenotype determining loci to develop behavioral isolation

Crossing direction

Genomic imprinting increases novel phenotype resembles either

(parent-of-origin effect)

mother or father (i.e. polar overdominance)12

Sex-determination system (male

Increase in male heterogamety. In male heterogametic organisms,

Increase in male heterogamety. Reduced developmental stability

heterogamety vs. female

coadaptation between sex-chromosome and other chromosomes

increases phenotypic variability of heterogametic F1 males
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phenotype determining loci, and thus diminish genetic diversity
of F1 hybrids at those loci
Not specified

heterogamety)

breaks down in F1 males. This reduces developmental stability of
male-mating traits which increases novel phenotype expression

Interaction between
parent-of-origin effect and
sex-determination system

Male heterogametic organisms tend to exhibit novel phenotype
similar to father species, not mother species, due to effect of Y
chromosome. Female heterogametic organisms do not show such

Not specified

trend

Trait type (sound trait vs.

Increase in sound because of lower heritability compared to

Increase in sound because of lower heritability compared to

morphology)

morphology33

morphology33
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Supplementary Table S2 | Previously described female mate preference of F1 hybrids. Only 3 out of 7 studies detected additive inheritance
in female mate preference during hybridization, showing that non-additivity pervades female mate preference of F1 hybrids. Dominance and
parent-of-origin effect (maternal / paternal inheritance) were detected in 3 and 2 studies, respectively. Novel weak preference also appeared in 1
study. Importantly, components of female preference often varied in inheritance mode, indicating that integration of mate preference easily
breaks down in F1 hybrids. This summary is based on a non-exhaustive and non-systematic review.

Taxon

Parental species

Anura: tree frog

H. chrysoscelis

(Hyla)

× H. femoralis

Diptera: fruit fly

D. virilis female

(Drosophila)

× D. montana male

Orthoptera:
bushcricket
(Ephippiger)
Orthoptera:
grasshopper
(Chorthippus)

Reciprocal cross

Viable

Inviable

Results
Dominance. Both reciprocal hybrids preferred hybrids over one
parental species but not over the other parental species

Reference

Doherty 198484

Maternal / paternal inheritance. Resembled mother in their

Isoherranen

receptivity, but resembled father in their song requirement.

199985

E. ephippiger
polysyllabic form
× E. ephippiger

Viable

Additive. Intermediate mate preferences without a large
difference between reciprocal crosses

Ritchie 200046

monosyllabic form
C. brunneus
× C. jacobsi

Dominance and paternal inheritance. Both reciprocal hybrids
Viable

preferred one parental species over themselves. Preference
function resembles that of the father.
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Bridle 200686

Orthoptera:
grasshopper
(Chorthippus)
Orthoptera:
grasshopper
(Chorthippus)
Orthoptera:
Hawaiian cricket
(Laupala)

C. biguttulus ×
C. brunneus

C. parallelus ×
C. montanus

L. kohalensis ×
L. paranigra

Additive and dominance. Several components of preference
Viable

showed dominance, but other components showed additive
inheritance. No maternal/paternal inheritance.

Viable

Viable

Gottsberger
201947

Novel preference. Both reciprocal hybrids did not discriminate

Hochkirch

between males of two parental species

201187

Additive. Intermediate preference function, which was similar to
reciprocal hybrids, resulting in preference for hybrids
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Shaw 200088

Extended Data Figure S1 | PRISMA diagram. The flow of inclusion and exclusion of studies
identified during the literature search is shown. In brackets, we indicate the number of published
literature (studies).
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Extended Data Figure S2 | Phylogenetic tree used in meta-analysis. The analyses for phenotypic
mean and variability used the phylogenetic tree of the parental species with larger phenotypic mean
(a, spLLM) and with larger phenotypic variability (b, spLLV), respectively.
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